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"Sometimes I wonder if there are others like me. Who feel everything and everything has feeling."In

My Head, the debut release of one of Instagram&#39;s most popular poets whose writing has been

liked by millions, dives below the surface of love, loss, and life.J.M. Storm has crafted a haunting yet

hopeful poetry collection that is meant to be felt as much as it is read.
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Jonathan Muncy Storm is an unlikely American writer. A mechanic by trade who started writing in

his spare time, Storm began sharing his poetry on social media and his work quickly gained

momentum. His writing has touched the hearts and minds of countless fans, resonating with a

genuine fervor and vulnerability that has launched him from obscurity into the forefront of today's

most popular poets.

This book is great!! I have read over it many times!! Pulled out so many feelings!!!

Beautiful uplifting poetry.

We all can't be a poet, we don't know how to put our feelings down into words. But JM does. He

carefully opens old wounds, spilling them out onto paper for us to read. For us to feel connected.

We're not alone. And that's why i adore JM Storm. He has a way to open your soul and shed light

into it. To make the coldest of souls feel the pain they once buried so long ago. You can relate to



everything in this book, if you have loved, loved so fiercely you were never the same again.All i can

say is thank you, JM Storm. Your words mean so much to me. It tells story, the good and bad, of

love.

I've followed J.M.Storm for years and was super excited to see his first book in print. It does not

disappoint! It's full of poems that I've never, ever seen before. There's romance, there's wisdom and

there are words that permeate your soul.

If you currently follow JM Storm on Instagram and truly enjoy reading his posts, you will love this

collection. He speaks of help and healing, of moving on and letting go, of falling in love and loving

yourself. While his prose is short, it's also tender.Piece from book:if you're going to kiss her,then pull

her close and mean it.kiss her as the moon does the sea.weightless and yet the deepestparts of her

are moved.JM Storm typically writes pieces around this length, so if you order this book and don't

realize what you're getting when you order, don't blame the writer. I personally enjoy longer pieces,

but this was still a beautiful book of prose that was both comforting and uplifting.This book contains

JM Storm's heart that just ebbs off his words like little butterflies. A soft and gentle caress.Piece

from book:maybe that's all we need.to know that someonethinks we're worth thebad times. to know

we'reset apart from the others.to feel a hand reachingfor us in the dark.While this isn't one of my

favorite collections, it's still a beautifully short and sweet read.

JMStorm, is the best writer I've ever read on Instagram, every piece of his is heart breakingly

beautiful, He writes from deep within his soul, he's raw and has such a unique and brilliant writing

style, unlike any other writer that I have ever read. His book is even better than I thought it would be.

I couldn't wait to read it. I bought a few copies as gifts for family and friends.

Loved it. Read it twice. Saved all my favorites. Will read it again and again. I have it at work and

read it when I have a break. I am not someone who likes to read for fun. This book kept me turning

the page for hours, reading a rereading my favorites. LOVE IT!.

This book is from my favorite writer on Instagram and this book takes all of the things I love to read

online and elevates them to a new level. This is the beginning of a long and successful writing

career! Must read.
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